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March 13th,2019
The Honourable Graham Lotto, MHA
Minister of Municipal A.ffairs and Environment
Governmentof NeMoundland and Labrador
PO Box 8700
St. John's. NL

AIB 4J6
"The aim of argument or of discussion should not be victory,'but progress." -- Joseph
Joubert

Dear Minister Letto
After receiving your letter of February 8'h, I met with you and your Deputy Minister to clarify
your definition of un-servicedroads. In that meeting you indicated the roadsin questionwere
only those roads ERSB could not service year-round. You specifically mentioned "seven roads",
and asked for us to provide you with that list as soon as possible. We did just that, published the
list, notified those residents and issuedrefunds. At that samemeeting we also discussedgeneral
plicationsof

yourdirectivc;Wewere

assuredthe list of roads we discusse

of un-serviced roads and any further issues would be directed to the ongoing review of the
Provincial Waste Management Strategy. It now appearsyou could not make such a commitment,
and in your subsequentletter of February27thyou mentioned a further Departmentalreview of
all roads in the region. So, we now acknowledge your additional directives of March 8th
As we have stated repeatedly and it was expressed again in our most recent face-to-face meeting,
Government originally directed the Board to provide service in theseareas,and Government can
subsequently change that directive (as is now the case).

However, it is unfortunate the issue could not have been clarified in our meeting of February
13'h,becauseyour latest directives seemto be coming from COA'l'l ' and a group of MHAs who
met on March 4th.This is in contrast to the positive cooperation you and I have had in recent
weeks. COA'l'l ' is now claiming on social media they have directed Government's position on
these issues. This group is unelected and represents only a small fraction of our client base.

Many others will be impacted by your directives, and their views have not been considered.This
is rather disconcerting to our Board, which as you know is made up of 20 elected municipal
representatives.
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Per your letter, you directed ERSB to submit a plan by April 1'' to implement the further changes
outlined on March 8'h. To that end, we need immediate clarification of the following points and
time to consult with various stakeholdersto fully develop a plan, including our employees,
contractorsand clients.

First, thefollowing issuesneedyour clarification
1. Can secondaryproperties in municipalities, local service districts or unincorporated areas
with roads maintained by government opt out of the regional waste managementsystem?if
theseproperties are only used seasonally, are they required to pay the fee regardless?
2. The LSD of Deer Park/Vinland Road is an unusual situation. As we understandit, they
createdan LSD for the specific purpose of collecting road fees. Their roads are maintained
by the LSD, without support from the Provincial Government.Can thesepropertiesopt out?
Secondly, the following issues require consultation and consideration:
)

JOBLOSSES
We estimateyour new directive will result in the elimination of upwardsof 15-20jobs. This
takes into account the impact on the employees of our contractors and our own internal and
external staff. The vast majority of these anticipated layoffs will be in rural parts of our region,
with a smaller number in our head office in St. John's. We will examine the various human
resourceoptions and the reworking of contracts to minimize the overall impact on people and
families.

ENVIRONMENT IMPACT
We anticipate your new directive will have a negative impact on our environment. It will present
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the case in the past. We will consider how this can be minimized.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATION AND IMPACT
We anticipate the financial and logistical impact of your directives will be significant. Opting out
of the service will reduce revenue, but will not curb costs.
The cost of a contractor providing service in an area where residents opt out does not change.
Equipment, wages, fuel costs would be the same. Operationally, determining just who is in and
who has opted out on roads with no namesand civic addressesis problematic if not impossible at

curbside.
As an example, if hypothetically there are 200 properties in a particular area, we pay the
contractor approximately $20,000. If going forward, only 100 residentspay for the service, the
cost will remain the same, but we will have reduced the revenueby allowing properties to opt
out
In addition, our experience shows that many residents would avail of the service, specifically
bulk waste collection, by putting material at one of the nearby properties that have opted in.
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Again, the cost of collecting, transporting and disposing of this waste must be borne by all the
other users(without any cost recovery or fee increase).

CONSULTATION
We anticipate your new directives will have significant impacts on other usersas previously
mentioned. Municipalities and LSD's in particular can expect more waste to be disposed at their
curbside, stemming from secondary properties. This was the case in the past, particularly those
communities near un-serviced areas.Ultimately, as a result, these communities will be required
to face higher tipping fees and collection fees to support the regional waste management system.
As previously noted, we anticipate these issueswill be a major concern for them, and we will, in
the spirit of consultation, endeavourto solicit their feedback on this operational changebefore
we submit an operational plan to your department.

With all things considered(and for clarification), the Board's position at this point is to
discontinuewaste collection servicesfor any road that is not serviced,directly or indirectly,
by a level of government. We recognizethis will mean contracts will have to be
cancelled/adjusted, and permanent residents will have to Hindother alternatives waste
collection methods. After we complete the consultation noted above, we will confirm our
Hinalposition/plan.

SPECIALAUDIT
With regards to the ordering of a special audit, we welcome Departmental officials reviewing our
waste collection services and associatedfee-setting practices. I must say though, to include this
point in your letter to me and 20 elected officials is particularly insulting and clearly infers you
question the Board's ability to operate and be transparent.

that they should start the processof identifying a replacement Chair pursuant to the Regfo/za/
Se/vices Board..4cf. Government's lack of support for the Provincial Waste Management
Strategy has led to my decision. The ERSB has been a leader in the implementation of the
Strategy and has made a positive impact in the region. Unfortunately, all efforts to work
collaboratively with government has been rebuffed. Fortunately, we have made tremendous
progress with our clients, my Board colleagues, joint councils and communities in the region.
Minister, we need a reply to the questions we raised above before we can finalize our plan. We
look forward to your response.

Sincerely,

EDGjiANT
Chairperson

